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Abstract 
In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), sensor nodes send sensed data through multi-hops involving intermediate relay nodes. 
Construction of virtual backbone (VB) of sensor network is preferred to reduce the energy depletion of the WSN. The VB brings 
substantial benefits by simplifying routing and topology control. In WSN, sensors are prone to failure, due to power depletion or 
some other reasons. Therefore, the existing VB may be partitioned into segments after failure. Hence, re-construction of VB is an 
important issue in sensor network. This can be achieved either by discovering alternate backbone or by redeployment additional 
new relay nodes to restore the VB. This paper proposes an efficient strategy for restoring VB by connecting disconnected VBs 
using minimum relay nodes. Finding the optimal number of relay nodes and their positions is NP-hard, heuristic algorithms are 
proposed to minimize the repairing cost. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have been used intensively in industry, agriculture, transportation, civil 
infrastructure, and security. Each sensor node includes different types of sensors to sense environmental data and passes 
them to a base station through multi-hop communication. Depending on the communication range of the sensors a 
communication network topology is formed. Two nodes are connected by an edge if they are within their 
communication range. Hierarchical or cluster based routing methods are proposed in wireless networks, in which a 
subset of nodes is selected to form the backbone of communication layer. It simplifies the topology of the network and 
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Fig. 1. Broken VB and disconnected network after failure of F,G 
saves energy for data gathering and forwarding. In order to improve the lifetime of a WSN algorithms are proposed to 
construct optimal virtual backbone.  
 
There are different schemes for constructing 
Virtual Backbone (VB) of a sensor network. In this 
paper, we consider connected dominating set based 
VB [13], [12]. A VB corresponding to a WSN is 
formed by a subset of sensors D such that 
communication sub-graph induced by D is 
connected and any sensor node either a member of 
D or communication neighbour to a node in D. 
Sensed data by the sensors can be routed to their 
corresponding destinations through the nodes in D 
only. This is known as backbone based routing, or dominating set based routing. Restricting routing to the nodes in D 
significantly reduces message overhead and eliminates transmission of redundant information.   
 
Sensors are prone to failure due to drainage of battery power or external environmental hazards. To ensure 
robustness of the backbone existing literature constructs k-connected dominating set [3], [4]. Due to harsh 
environments, WSNs may suffer from a large-scale damage that causes many nodes to fail simultaneously and the 
network is partitioned into multiple disjoint segments. For example, in battlefield surveillance application, enemy 
explosives may destroy many nodes, or sensors are covered under sand/snow after a storm. In such cases, proactive 
strategies (deployment of redundant sensors) during network set up time are not suitable.  
  
In this paper, we propose virtual backbone repairing algorithm after sensor nodes failure. An example of a sensor 
network and its corresponding segmented network after node failure is shown in Fig 1(a) and (b). Dotted circles denote 
vacant position of sensors for future deployments. Initially the network is connected and the sensor nodes C, F, G, I 
form the VB for the network. After the failure of two dominators nodes F, G the network is partitioned into three 
disjoint segments S1, S2 and S3 as marked by solid lines in Fig 1(b).  Dotted communication links denote broken links. 
Uses of relay nodes are popular to interconnect partitioned network. In this work, our objective is to deploy minimum 
relay nodes to reform our broken VB. 
 
Contribution: The main contributions of the paper on backbone restoring are as follows: 
x It introduces VB repairing problem after sensor failure.  
x It interconnects disconnected backbones using minimum relay nodes. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes related work of the paper. Section 3 
describes network model and problem statement. Our localized algorithm to restore backbone for individual connected 
component in the network and centralized relay node placement algorithm to reconnect disconnected backbones is 
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper and describes some of its future works. 
 
2. Related Work 
In [14] a backbone formation algorithm is proposed for prolonging network lifetime in wireless sensor networks. A 
node is selected as a member of backbone based on two parameters (i) degree of the node and (ii) remaining energy of 
the node. If the degree of a node is more than degree constraint and energy of a node is less than energy constraint, the 
node will not be selected for backbone formation. 
Deployments of relay nodes (RN) are considered as a solution to meet various desired quality of network topology in 
sensor network [7], [11]. Mei et. al. [5], have proposed sensor replacement algorithm using mobile robots. 
Neighbouring sensors of the failed sensor detect failures and report to robots. Robots move and replace failed nodes 
with new sensor. In [6], Lloyd et. al. deploy the minimum number of RNs such that sensors can reach at least one RN, 
and the inter-RN network is strongly  connected. The authors proposed polynomial time approximation algorithms 
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based on minimum Steiner tree with minimum number of steiner points. Truong et. al. [15] proposed multi objective 
network repairing algorithm after node failure in a known area. It minimizes the number of RNs as well as the total 
length traversed by the mobile robot to place the new sensors.  Hence, after single node failure the dominatees are still 
adjacent to at least (m-1) dominator and the dominating set is at least (k-1) connected. 
 
Although constructing a k-connected m-dominating set ensures robustness but the size of the dominating set is larger 
with respect to 1-connected dominating set. Hence, the size of the VB is also large and maintaining it will drain more 
battery power. Even this type of solution is not suitable for large-scale damage [10]. Therefore, to increase the lifetime 
of the network or to reduce the size of routing table it is better to maintain 1-connected dominating set as VB and repair 
it as dominators fail. Repairing damaged WSNs by deploying 
few relay nodes is an under-researched problem [5], [8], [11]. 
In this paper, we have proposed VB repairing strategy using 
minimum relay nodes deployment. 
 
3. Network Model and Problem Statement 
In this section, we discuss our assumptions regarding the 
development of the wireless sensor network model and our 
problem. Let V = {s1, s2, …sn} denote set of sensors form the 
initial sensor network, assume the position of the sensors are 
predefined to a set of positions P = {p1, p2, …pm} where m >= n. Remaining (m-n) unused positions are reserved for 
future deployment for network repairing purpose. A graph G = (V, E) is used to represent communication network 
topology of the wireless sensor network, where E represents the communication connectivity among the sensor nodes. 
Each vertex u אV indicates a sensor, and there is an edge e (u, v) א E if and only if sensor u is within the 
communication range of sensor v and vice versa. Let Neighbour(u) be the adjacent nodes or neighbour of u in the 
communication graph G. Let the virtual backbone(VB) of the network be a connected dominating set of the 
communication graph (CDS) where Vvb denote the sensors which are member of VB and called them as dominators, 
and the other sensors be called as dominatees. Apart from these, we also assume that 1) each node has unique node-ID. 
2) At least one dominator is remained functional after sensors failure in each disjoint component of the communication 
graph. 3) Communication links are bidirectional. 4) Sensors are stationary. 5) Relay nodes are deployed only at P, 
which includes vacant positions as well as failed sensors positions. 
After the failure of one or more sensors, some of the dominatees may not have adjacent dominators then these 
dominatee are called as non-dominated node. Let F denote set of failed sensors, Vr = V\F denote remaining active nodes 
in the network. After the failure the remaining dominators in Vvb\ F may no longer form the backbone for the remaining 
graph G’ = G\F. To ensure connectivity of the network, restoration of VB of the modified network topology G’ is 
necessary. In this paper, we restore VB by making few more dominatees to dominators or deploy few new relay nodes 
in the predefined positions of P to interconnect the broken VB or a combination of both. As per our knowledge, there is 
no existing work, which restores VB after node failure with least repairing cost. The repairing cost is measured by two 
parameters: usage of new relay nodes and the size of the backbone (number of dominators present in the backbone) of 
the new network. In more specific, convert few existing dominatees to dominators or deploy few new relay nodes in the 
predefined locations to reform the broken VB. 
 
4. Proposed Virtual Backbone Restoring Algorithm 
In this section, we describe our VB restoration algorithm. An example for restoring VB of a connected component is 
described as follows. In Fig 2(a), sensor nodes {A,B,C,D,E,F} form a sensor network. Nodes {A,B,C} are considered as 
an initial member of VB. If the node B fails, then {A, C} is no longer forms a VB because node F is neither a dominator 
nor adjacent to any one in {A,C} as shown in Fig 2(b). Now the node F can be dominated by adding node D into the 
backbone, as shown in Fig. 2(c) and {D, A,C} is also connected. Our proposed solution for repairing VB after sensor 
node failure is sub-divided into three sub-phases. (i) Initialization phase, (ii) Restoring dominating set phase, and (ii) 
Connect dominating sets phase. After an initial construction of VB by using any existing CDS construction algorithm 
[1], [9], initialization phase of our algorithm is executed. After the initialization phase is over our restoring dominating 
set phase is being triggered automatically on every node failure. Thereafter, connect dominating set phase is being 
Fig. 2. A sensor network and its 
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 Fig. 3. Case (i)  single neighboring dominator of failed sensor C 
Fig. 4. Case (ii) multiple neighboring dominators of failed sensor B 
started. For connected network/component, after determining dominating set of the network, interconnect dominating 
sets is achieved by making few dominatee to dominator. In partitioned network, relay nodes are deployed to 
interconnect the disconnected backbones. In next three sections, we present our VB repair algorithm: localize 
algorithms for initialization phase and restoring dominating set phase, and a centralized algorithm for interconnecting 
disconnected DSs.  
 
4.1. Initialization Phase 
In this phase, each dominatee node initializes a variable called parent to store the node-ID of one of its adjacent 
dominator. If a dominatee has more than one adjacent dominator then the tie can be removed by selecting the dominator 
with lowest node-ID. Each dominator node also discovers a list of its adjacent 1-hop dominators information. The 
initialization phase runs in two rounds - in the first round all dominators send Hello message to its neighbours. In 
response to this, all neighbouring dominators reply with Ack message whereas all neighbouring dominatee nodes set 
their respective parent field to the node from which they received the first Hello message. 
 
4.2. Restoring Dominating Set 
Our restoring DS algorithm is based on the two observations: (i) If the failed node f ב Vvb then Vvb is still a VB of 
G’.(ii) If the failed node f א Vvb then only the adjacent node of f may become non-dominated nodes. 
After failure of one or more sensors, our restoring DS phase starts automatically. After the failure of a dominator 
node f א Vvb, each dominatee x with parent field value f rediscovers its new dominator by searching its neighbours. If 
an adjacent dominator y exists then the dominatee x updates parent field value to y and exit; otherwise, x sets 
parent=null. If there exists dominatee node x with parent=null, then x discovers its 2-hop neighbours. Assume x have a 
2-hop dominator z through neighbour y. It means y א Neighbor(x) and y.parent = z. Make node y as a new dominator 
and set x.parent = y. This process 
will continue until all dominatees 
set their parent field. There are two 
possibilities depending on the 
adjacency of the failed dominator 
node: case-(i) failed dominator has 
only one adjacent dominator case-
(ii) failed dominator has multiple 
adjacent dominators. If the failed 
dominator is of case-(i) then our 
restoring phase is able to restore the new VB. An example of case-(i) is shown in Fig 3. In Fig 3(a), the sensor network 
consist of with sensors {A,B,C,D,E,F}where nodes {A,B,C} form an initial VB of the network. Dominatee nodes E, F 
and D set their parent to node C. After the failure of dominator node C the parent fields of node E, F and D become null. 
Out of the non-dominated nodes only F has an adjacent dominator A and node F sets its parent to node A. In the 
resulting network Fig 3(b) nodes E and D are still non-dominated and their parents are null. In the next step E and D 
will check whether they have 2-hop dominators by 
verifying their neighbours parent fields. In this case, E 
finds a 2-hop dominator through F and F becomes a 
new dominator and E sets its parent to F as shown in 
Fig 3(c). In the subsequent step, E becomes a new 
dominator and D sets its parent to node E as shown in 
Fig 3(d). However, our restoration protocol for case-
(ii) type failure is only able to construct a dominating 
set but may initialize their parents to C, B and A 
respectively. After the failure of a dominator node B, 
the resulting network is shown in Fig 4(b). Node E becomes non-dominated node. Node E is unable to find an adjacent 
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of VB repairing steps for disconnected network 
dominator but it has a 2-hop dominator through F. F becomes a new dominator and E sets its parent to F as shown in 
Fig 4(c). Although A, F and C forms a dominating set of the existing network but is disconnected. Therefore, the VB is 
partitioned into two disconnected backbones {A, F} and {C}. 
4.3. Connect Dominating Sets  
fails to ensure connectivity. In the next subsection, we discuss our connect dominating set algorithm, which will 
work for both connected as well for disconnected network. An example of case-(ii) failure for connected network is 
show in in Fig 4 where nodes {A,B,C}form an initial VB of the network in Fig 4(a). Dominatee nodes D, E and F  
In this section, we discuss a centralized reactive algorithm to inter-connect disconnected DSs ( or VBs) after one or 
multiple node failures. Our proposed connect dominating sets algorithm will work for both connected as well as for 
disconnected network. Our previous section algorithm will reconstruct DS for a connected network or for each 
connected component of the network. One way of connecting the disconnected DSs for connected network is to choose 
few more dominatee as inter-connectors between DSs and consider them as dominators. If the network is partitioned in 
to disconnected components after failure as shown in Fig 1 then our proposed solution, deploy few new relay nodes 
(RNs) in the predefined positions to repair the broken VB. Our goal is to convert minimum number of dominatee to 
dominator and deploy minimum number of 
relay nodes such that it the reforms a new VB 
with minimum repairing cost.  
In this paragraph, we show how to 
interconnect the DSs with minimum repairing 
cost (using minimum relay nodes and 
converting dominatee to dominator). To 
determine least cost inter-connectors to 
connect the DSs the communication topology 
of the network is represented by a node-
weighted graph. Each location in P={p1, p2, 
…pm} is represented by vertex. These 
positions are either occupied by active/failed 
sensors or unoccupied positions (dotted 
circles) for relay nodes. Assign weights to the 
vertices in P according to following rules. Set 
the weights of active dominators to 0, active 
dominatees to (1/|Vr|) where |Vr| denotes the 
number of active nodes in the network after failure. Remaining positions in P, R = P\Vr are the possible positions of 
relay nodes and assign corresponding vertices with weight 1. Since we are placing new relay nodes in R, which is most 
expensive operation and hence set the weight of those node by one. Similarly, a dominatee node is assigned a weight 
(1/|Vr|) because it increases the size of VB. To ensure the cost of deployent of a new relay node is higher than cost of 
making all dominatee to dominator, we set the cost of dominatees to (1/|Vr|). Dominators are already member of the 
VB, it does not encore any extra cost. Hence, the weights of dominators are set to zero. There is an edge between u and 
v if the nodes are within their communication range considering vacant/failed node positions in R as relay nodes. Let us 
denote the node weighted graph on set of vertices in P as G. Now from this node-weighted graph G, we construct a 
complete weighted  subgraph G’ among the dominators in G. The cost of an edge uv in G’ is determined by least cost 
node weighted path between u and v in G which excludes the weights of u and v. After determining the least cost path 
between all pairs of dominators in G’ finds a minimum spanning tree of G’. Replace each edge of the minimum 
spanning tree with the shorted path between the incident vertices in G. Thereafter, traverse the spanning tree using any 
traversal algorithm and vacant positions/failed nodes positions are filled with relay nodes and others nodes on the tree 
are treated as dominators. This minimum spanning tree will form the updated virtual backbone of the network.  
After finding the DS for each individual segments and assigning weights to the nodes in the network of Fig 1(b) the 
resultant graph is shown in Fig 5(a). Determining least cost paths among the dominators of the node-weighted graph of 
Fig 5(a). A complete graph among the dominators is constructed and shown in Fig 5(b). The weights of the edges of the 
complete graph are set according to the least cost path in Fig 1(b). Form this complete graph, we determine a minimum 
spanning tree (MST) and the resultant tree is shown in Fig 1(c). After determining the MST replace the edges of the 
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MST by least cost path in Fig 5(a). Node F lies in between the minimum cost path between C and E. But, there is no 
active node in position of F. Therefore, a relay node is placed in the position of F. The resultant graph to interconnect 
the dominators is shown in Fig 5(d). The final backbone of the repaired graph is shown in Fig 5(e) with shaded and 
colored vertices where colored nodes denote position of relay nodes. 
 
Theorem 1. Restoring of the VB by reconnecting the DSs with minimum relay nodes can be computed in m3 time. 
Proof: Construction of complete graph among the dominators can be made by finding shortest paths among the 
dominators. The construction of shortest paths between all pairs of dominators can be determine by using Floyed’s 
algorithm, which can be determined in O(m3) time. Our connect DSs, algorithm after determining the complete graph, 
computes the minimum spanning tree of it, which can be computed in O(m2) time using Prim’s algorithm. Therefore, 
the total time required to repair the network is O(m3+ m2)= O(m3). 
 
5. Conclusion 
Wireless sensor networks operate in inhospitable surroundings which make nodes operating in such WSNs are 
susceptible to failure. In this paper, we have investigated the problem of restoring virtual backbone of a wireless sensor 
network after node failure for both cases where the network is connected as well as disconnected network. Relay nodes 
are deployed to interconnect disconnected network. The algorithm also yields a new VB, which is close to the old VB 
before failure and runs in O(m3) time. In future, we will evaluate the performance of the above-mentioned protocol and 
extend the work to ensure inter-segment quality of service (QoS) requirements. We will also explore other schemes to 
improve the time complexity of the algorithm. 
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